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NO. 11/01

CIRCULAR TO: ALL PARTICIPANTS

FINE WOOL FUTURES CONTRACT
NEW AWEX-ID APPRAISAL GUIDELINES

Participants are advised that the basket of wool types used to calculate the Fine Wool Futures
contract settlement will be amended from July 2001.

Background

The SFE Fine Wool Futures contract is cash settled against the SFE 19.0 micron clean wool
price indicator provided by AWEX.  AWEX publish the price indicator on the last day of
trading (expiry day) of the contract.

The composition of the price indicator for the contract is based on a basket of eight wool
types. The wool types that fall within the specified ranges of the basket are adjusted four
times by normalisation factors firstly for micron, length, strength and then vegetable matter.
The normalisation factors are usually updated every two weeks.

The basket of wool types used for the SFE 19 micron wool price indicator is currently
broader in range and wool parameter specifications than the AWEX 19 MPG quote.

1999 AWEX Appraisal Guideline Changes

In August 1999 AWEX introduced new AWEX-ID appraisal guidelines for wool appraisal.
Under the new guidelines it was the intention that wool tested 19.5 micron and finer was
likely to be appraised as ASF (Australian Superfine) instead of MF (Merino Fleece) for style
code 1, 2, 3, 4. The result being the majority of wool previously appraised as MF would be
appraised ASF.

In August 1999 the Fine Wool futures contract basket of wool types was amended to reflect
the change in the AWEX ID appraisal guidelines, ie the MF4 wool types were replaced with
ASF4 wool types.
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The Problem with the Current Basket of Wool Types

The problems with the current basket of wool types include:

• MF4’s haven’t been replaced by ASF4’s as expected. A larger than expected proportion
of 19 micron wool is still classified as MF4 instead of ASF4.

• The time series for wool prices is not continuous despite allowing the wide tolerances and
the normalisation factors. Especially given less wools are classified ASF4 rather than
MF4, the overall basket has less observations.

• There can be a strong premium for ASF over MF.
• AWEX has again reviewed the appraisal guidelines in the fine wool range.   ASF types,

under the new AWEX appraisal guidelines, will only apply to 18.5 micron wool and finer
while ASF4 types greater than 18.5 micron will be reclassified as MF4 types.

AWEX have commissioned an independent third party to review the current methodology
used in calculating wool prices published by AWEX including the 19 micron futures price
indicator.  This report supports a move to a bigger sample size, that includes MF4 wool types
instead of ASF4 wool types for the 19 micron futures price indicator.

An amended basket of wool types for the Fine Wool Futures contract

The basket of wool types will be changed to the wool types shown in the following table, the
additions are bolded and the deletions are lined through.

Micron AWEX-ID Length
mm

Strength
n/ktex

VMB

19 MF4 ASF4 80 35 1.0
19 MF4 ASF4 80 40 1.0
19 MF4 ASF4 90 35 1.0
19 MF4 ASF4 90 40 1.0
19 MF5 80 35 1.0
19 MF5 80 40 1.0
19 MF5 90 35 1.0
19 MF5 90 40 1.0

The proposed new basket of quotes will now include: ASF4 wool types as part of the MF4
quotes; MF4 quotes; and MF5 quotes.

AWEX have recalculated the differences between the current basket and the proposed basket.
The differences in the prices generated by the basket is on average less than 1% (about 8
cents).

Benefits of changing the 19 micron cash settlement price indicator include:
• Improved calculation of the price indicator, as there will be a significantly larger sample

size, and
• Aligning the futures price indicator in line with all other cash market reporting.
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Introduction of the amended basket

The amended basket of wool types will be introduced from July 2001, thus the August 2001
contract month will be the first contract month settled using the new basket of wool types.
AWEX will introduce the new ASF appraisal guidelines to coincide with the change in the
SFE 19 micron basket.

Please contact the undersigned on (02) 9256 0493 if you have any queries regarding this
matter.

BELLE BLY
RESEARCH ANALYST, COMMODITY PRODUCTS 2 FEBRUARY 2001


